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I would have to say good and bad. I have the Dave Wolf book. As far as the book goes I don't feel that it gives
away any real secrets or completely advertise a specific spot. What it does do is give general info on maybe one
to three streams in each county, or about a dozen or so in each region of the state. It seems to me that it is a
helpful reference and one of my favorite streams is in the book, but it doesn't tell you much about this particular
stream. It doesn't say park here and wade in next to Jake, thats where the fish are. That would piss me off.
Most of the streams that are written about in detail are well known popular streams that are crowded and have
been that way for a long time. As for the others they are mere suggestions, in which some advice is given but a
lot of exploring is left to be done. It's like a map without the X. On the other hand, and we are all guilty of it,
posting very specific spots on the net can be bad. Most of the books on the area are bought by people in the
area. As far as the internet goes
I would say I might post about a stream that I've been to but recently I've sent and received a few (pm's )about
certain streams or specific areas that I feel shouldn't be advertised any more if any at all than they already are.
I've gone to a stream or two and decided that I wasn't going to post anything about it because I didn't want to
get on the site the next day and see the over 400 people viewed my post about a stream that not many people
know about. I've also posted some things in the forum that I later realized I might not want to post about
anymore. I guess I can say we all have benefits in finding new information, but if we give too much information it
can bite us in the ass.

